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CETI - Czarna róża (1991)

  

    01. Bieg straceńców - 04:25  02. CETI`a - 03:31  03. Samotna tancerka - 03:47  04. Ogień i
łzy - 03:56  05. Sztylet - 04:30  06. Brama tęczy - 08:07  07. Prawo pięści - 03:57  08. Na progu
serca - 04:28  09. Ściana płaczu - 03:11  10. Like An Eagle - 04:55  11. Holidays In Agrigento -
03:34  12. Błazen - 01:33    Grzegorz Kupczyk - bass guitar, vocal;  Jacek Jabłoński - drums; 
Andrzej Łysów - guitar;  Maciej Przybylski - bass guitar;  Maria Wietrzykowska - keyboards;  + 
Marcin Krystek "Mucek" - drums (11);  Czesław Niemen - keyboards (1,9).    

 

  

"Czarna Roza" is my favourite Polish album ever. If you enjoy mix of sincere hard rock and
heavy metal - this one is surely for you as well. You'll find some heavy metal tracks here. "Bieg
Stracencow" with famous Polish bard Czeslaw Niemen playing keyboards as guest is my
favourite. Perfect beginning for an album. There's some great, happy rock'n'roll here as well.
"C.E.T.I'a" makes me laugh everytime I hear it thanks to it's sound and crazy, funny lyrics ("I'm
touching your breasts, I'm burning..."). "Holidays In Agrigento" is quite similar, it's one of two
songs sung in English here. There was also a video for this one recorded and is available at the
band's website for download. Finally - catchy, killing hard rock ballads is what you'll receive.
"Ogien I Lzy" is one of my favourite ballads of all time, "Na Progu Serca" not far behind it. Those
remind me quite much of some of the best Deep Purple and Whitesnake ballads that Kupczyk
was inspired by ("Soldier of Fortune", "Is This Love"...).

  

Actually, I find this album quite similar to the first two Turbo releases, where Grzegorz Kupczyk,
the CETI vocalist was singing. There are some differences - guitar lines are quite different,
keyboards that were never widely used by Turbo in CETI became important, but overally, it's
still the same music; still the same sound and mood and you can hear that the band was having
great fun writing and recording it.

  

The album was released for the first time in 1990 on LP, CD and MC and at present it's almost
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impossible to find this version. CD reedition with different artwork appeared in 2004 and
contains several bonus tracks. There are 4 tracks from sold out "Maxi Promotion" EP and 3 live
tracks released for the first time, recorded in 1994.

  

If you enjoy bands like Whitesnake or Deep Purple, get this one and it will be a great add to
your collection. If you love music from Eastern Europe and find it funny to listen to crazy lyrics in
which you can't understand a word - this is simply a must for you. In other cases, I'm pretty sure
you won't be disappointed as well, but if you're looking for something that is 100% metal, try
rather "Shadow of the Angel" album. But "Czarna Roza" is simply a hard'n'heavy gem. ---
Nogard_pl, metal-archives.com
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